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Editor’s Letter
Dear Readers,

The list of topics covered and items curated in this issue is long, and on the spectrum of peculiarity it runs
from whimsical to freakin’ strange. A small sampling: cool kimonos, best chocolates, hunky tweets of your
fav celebs, Angelina Jolie wedding gown, the story behind Pakistan’s Independent feature film “Dukhtar”
garnering global acclaim and becoming first ever Pakistani film to screen at Toronto International Film
Festival, sneak peak from the #AzadiSquare Pakistan- how’s the passion of Pakistani Nation is roaring for
#NayaPakistan demanding election reforms and re-elections, a more precise report on what’s going on in
Pakistan and where it is standing politically and globally.
Read more on Tainment pages for the best and worst happenings in b’town and Hollywood; get to know
what rumors have! Have look at reel review featuring the Guardians of the Galaxy; know about the star cast,
production, direction, story line and more! We also featured some hot and spicy street looks from New York
Fashion Week and lots more fashion happenings from around the globe.
Not only this, but we also bring you some high profile events held in Canada like World Partnership Walk, ICO
Parade 2014, and Flag Hoisting Ceremony by Consul General of Pakistan, Foreign Minister of Pakistan, Hina
Rabbani Khar’s visit to Canada, thus we included detailed biography of the lady who is mix of charisma and
political astuteness in Rendezvous!
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Tete A Tete

Montreal engineering firm WSP Global to buy Parsons Brinckerhoff in US$1.35B deal

Javed Hashmi, The Perennial Rebel
In early 1972, a group of youngsters barged into Governor House in
Lahore. They were agitated because two girls had been kidnapped
in the city’s Samanabad neighbourhood, allegedly by a senior
government functionary. The crowd came face to face with Zulfikar Ali
Bhutto, at the time the president of the
republic, accompanied by a visiting British
minister. The leader of the protesters
was one Javed Hashmi who had just
won a hard-fought student union election
at Punjab University with support from
the Islami Jamiat Talaba. Two years later, Hashmi made a similarly
daring move while leading a protest against recognising Bangladesh
as a separate state. Lahore was then hosting a historic summit of the
heads of state and government of Islamic countries.He led a group of
youngsters raising anti-government slogans and breached all security
arrangements, to appear right in front of the motorcade of the then
Saudi King Shah Faisal. Given these two incidents, both narrated
by Hashmi in his autobiography Haan Mein Baghi Hoon (‘Yes, I’m a
rebel’), it is ironic that he is now disagreeing with his own party’s chief.
How is Parliament House different from Governor House in Lahore
as a symbol of the state, and how is the security cordon for a foreign
dignitary less important than the one around Prime Minister House?
Hashmi could not care less about such distinctions or lack thereof as
far as he believes in the cause.

Montreal Engineering Firm WSP Global To Buy
Parsons Brinckerhoff In US $1.35B Deal
MONTREAL – Canadian engineering firm WSP Global Inc. is buying
New York City-based infrastructure specialist Parsons Brinckerhoff in
a potentially transformative US$1.35-billion deal as it pushes to bulk
up amid continued industry consolidation.
Montreal-based WSP, formerly known as
Genivar, said late Wednesday it entered
a stock purchase agreement with U.K.based Balfour Beatty plc for all of the
issued and outstanding capital shares
of Parsons Brinckerhoff for an enterprise value of US$1.24-billion
plus an additional consideration of up to US$110-million in cash.
The boards of both WSP and Balfour have approved the terms of
the deal, the companies said. The backing of Balfour shareholders
is still needed for the agreement to go ahead, in addition to approval
by certain Balfour lenders as well as regulators. In buying Parsons,
WSP, a property and buildings specialist, gains a global professional
services firm with a network of about 170 offices and nearly 13,500
employees on five continents. Parsons specializes in infrastructure,
particularly in transportation, and has a strong presence in the United
States, where WSP is currently considered “sub-scale.” “A WSP
acquisition of PB makes good strategic sense,” TD Securities analyst
Michael Tupholme said in an Aug. 21 note.

Obama In UK For Nato Summit
NEWPORT: US President Barack Obama landed in
Britain on Wednesday on the eve of a two-day Nato
summit of Western leaders.Obama is one of 67 leaders
taking part the talks, which are expected to focus on
the conflict in Ukraine
and the threat of Islamic
extremists in Iraq and
Syria. Obama arrived at
a British air force base
from ex-Soviet satellite
Estonia, where the conflict in Ukraine has raised fears
of Russian aggression. He said Nato should send an
“unmistakable message of support” to Ukraine and
promised additional US planes would police the skies
over Europe’s eastern flank bordering Russia. Obama
also called for an international front against jihadists in
Iraq and Syria after they beheaded a second American
reporter, as Britain and France weighed military action.

Despite Tough Talk, Canadian Forces
Are Badly Under-Funded
Is Russian president Vladimir Putin a bad, bad man?
We think probably he is. Do the butchers of the Islamic
State, now running amok in Iraq and Syria, pose a clear
and present danger to Western civilization? It seems
so. Therefore it’s good,
we can agree, that this
country’s prime minister
and foreign minister,
Stephen Harper and
John Baird, can get their
Winston Churchill on
now and then. Harper
and Baird’s denunciations of Putin’s reckless invasion
of Ukraine, a sovereign country that had not fired so
much as a rubber band towards Russia, have been
refreshingly blunt. Oh except for our military, which,
according to reporting by the Canadian Press’s Murray
Brewster, is about to have another $2.7-billion lopped
off its annual budget. Awkward. Postmedia’s Matthew
Fisher reports that Ottawa is under pressure from
North Atlantic Treaty Organization members to spend
more, not less, as Harper heads to Wales for a NATO
summit. Might someone at this confab publicly suggest
that, when it comes to smiting evil, Canada is mostly
bluster? This is in no way intended as a slight against
the Canadian Forces, whose members have displayed
such skill, courage and simple good humour, in so
many foreign engagements.
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Al Qaeda Declares New Branch In
Sub-Continent

Al Pacino Opens Up At Tiff Gala, Tells Crowd
He Knew He’d Be A Movie Star

WASHINGTON: Al Qaeda chief Ayman al-Zawahiri
declared on Wednesday in a video message that the
global Islamist extremist movement has launched a new
branch to lead its struggle in the subcontinent. In the video, found in online
jihadist forums by the SITE terrorism
monitoring group, Zawahiri said the
new force would “crush the artificial
borders” dividing Muslim populations
in the region. Al Qaeda is active in
Afghanistan and Pakistan, where its
surviving leadership are thought to be hiding out, but
Zawahiri said “Qaedat al-Jihad” would take the fight to
India, Myanmar and Bangladesh. “This entity was not
established today but is the fruit of a blessed effort of
more than two years to gather the mujahedeen in the subcontinent into a single entity,” he said. Founded by Osama
bin Laden, who was killed in Pakistan by US commandos
in May 2011, Al Qaeda has long claimed leadership of the
jihadists fighting to restore a single caliphate in Muslim
lands. But since the death of its figurehead, it has been
somewhat eclipsed, first by its own offshoots in Africa and
the Arabian Peninsula, and now by the so-called “Islamic
State” fighting in Iraq and Syria.

TORONTO: Al Pacino knew early-on that he was going to make
it big. When asked if he considered his fame unlikely, the Oscarwinning actor told a Toronto audience he always expected to
be a movie star. “I always thought I would
be, sorry,” he said without batting an eyelid
Wednesday night, during a wide-ranging onstage conversation at the Toronto International
Film Festival’s annual charity gala. “When
your eighth grade teacher comes up to your
grandmother, six storeys high in a tenement
building, and says to your grandmother,
‘watch this kid and keep him acting,’ you get a little confidence.”
But while the 74-year-old Pacino said he never doubted his
desire to act, he’s now reached a point in his career where he’s
more picky about his projects. ”I find now I am only interested in
doing something that I feel is reflective of how I am, and where I
am at in my cycle of life,” he said. Pacino’s two latest films which
will be playing at the festival .“The Humbling” and “Manglehorn”
both fit that criteria, he said. In “The Humbling,” Pacino plays
an aging actor whose life gets a jolt when he starts an affair
with a younger woman, while “Manglehorn” has him portraying
a heartbroken man who tries to start his life over with help from
a new friend. ”If you’ve got a script that’s good and you’ve got a
great director, you’re going to be OK.”

Jolie’s Bridal Gown Adorned With
Her Children’s Art

32 Teens Escape From US
Detention Centre

WASHINGTON:Artwork drawn by Angelina Jolie’s children
was embroidered into her bridal gown and veil, adding
a touch of whimsy to her wedding last
month to Brad Pitt, celebrity magazines.
Two magazines, People and Hello,
published photos of the Aug 23 nuptials
in France, with both publications
featuring front page pictures of Jolie in
the stunning Versace wedding gown.
The Hollywood power couple tied the
knot after nine years together, at a secret wedding in the
south of France described as a “family affair” with their
six children. Luigi Massi, master tailor at Atelier Versace,
sewed dozens of designs from her children’s drawings
into the veil and the back of the ivory satin dress, which
was left unembellished on the front. “Luigi is like family
to me and I couldn’t imagine anyone else making this
dress,” Jolie told People. “He knows and cares for the
children and it was great fun putting it together. “The pair
were wed in a small chapel at Chateau Miraval, in the
picturesque village of Correns, and told People that their
children took the lead in planning the event.

NASHVILLE: Thirty-two teens escaped from a youth detention
centre in Nashville by crawling under a weak spot in a fence late
on Monday, and nine of them were still on the
run on Tuesday, a spokesman said. The teens
ages 14 to 19 left their rooms and went into a
common area, where they overwhelmed 16 to
18 staff members, Tennessee Department of
Children’s Services spokesman Rob Johnson
said. The group then kicked out a metal panel
under a window to get out of the building and
into a yard, Johnson said. The teens were running in the yard for
a few minutes, and then they realised they could lift part of the
chain-link fence and crawl out, Johnson said. He said the fence
is buried 8 inches deep into the ground, but the teens managed
to pull up a weak portion and get out underneath. Once staff
members saw some of the group escaping, they called the
police, Johnson said. Two teens were captured immediately
and others were found overnight, Johnson said. Some were
found by authorities, others turned themselves in, and others
were turned in by their parents, he said. No staff members at
the Woodland Hills Youth Development Centre were hurt in the
incident, officials said.
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Drive To See Them Thrive 2014
Participate in The Citizens Foundation’s Drive to See
Them Thrive 2014 campaign! The Citizens Foundation
(TCF) Canada is a registered Canadian charity and is
Pakistan’s leading organization in the field of formal
education. Since 1995, TCF has established +1,000
purpose-built school with current enrollment of
+145,000 students (Almost 50% Female students)
across more than 100 cities and towns while providing
employment to over 11,500 individuals including
7,700 female teachers.
All of TCF’s schools are located in urban slums
and rural areas that are characterized by extreme
poverty, where the people neither have the means
nor access to quality education.The schools have an
entirely female faculty and the Education curriculum
is regularly evaluated through inspections and
assessments to ensure that the quality is up to the
highest standards.
About The Citizens Foundation (TCF)
TCF’s operating model is unique and has been crucial
to its success. These elements include purpose-built
campuses, schools being located in urban slums and
rural areas, consistent teacher training, low overhead
costs, and a single-minded focus to educate the
underprivileged children of Pakistan.

The vision of TCF is to remove barriers of class and
privilege and to make the citizens of Pakistan Agents
of Positive Change. We believe that access to basic
education is the right of each individual and not a
privilege. Apart from following the regular curriculum,
we focus on the character building of students to
equip them with high moral values and confidence.
To achieve these goals, TCF is constantly surveying
education-deprived communities in Pakistan to
extend its network. Each new location is appraised
through an extensive land survey, assessment of
population, income level, number and standard of
existing schools in the area, demand for new school
units, availability of an accessible site to build a
school, qualified teachers in the area and a number
of other criteria.
TCF Canada was formed in 2005 to support the
education of underprivileged children. TCF Canada is
run by a team of unpaid volunteers and is recognized
by Canada Revenue Agency for tax deductibility of
your donations. TCF Canada is audited by KPMG LLP.
For more information on how YOU can participate
in TCF’s Drive To See Them Thrive 2014 Campaign,
please visit us at http://www.tcfcanada.org/.
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Political Turmoil In Pakistan
Pakistan Standing On A Cross Roads
Pakistan is undergoing a huge
democratic transition now a days.
A new history of politics is being
written in Pakistan. A Democratic
Party and one Follower’s Party
has risen against the present
Democratic Government for
Justice and Reforms.They have
been peacefully protesting in the
capital for 16 days and have redefined the meaning of “protest”
for the future to come, while
sitting in the red zone and being
monitored by all Media Groups

and Government Agencies. They
have put there political careers
on the line against the status co
Government to fight for what
they see is right and just for the
people of Pakistan.
Both rallies are under serious
threat from Government for
strict action against them, but
they have stood fast and high for
what they believe in and have
threatened the apparently strong
Government big time.There
primary agenda is the betterment
of democracy,action against the

culprits of rigging in 2013 General
Election
and
accountability
of the Model Town Massacre
occurred in June 2014. In result

of this protest, in an interview
to a private TV channel, Afzal
Khan(Former Additional Election
Commission) alleged that former
chief justice Iftikhar Muhammad
Chaudhry, justice (retd) Tassaduq
Hussain Jillani, Justice (retd) Riaz
Kayani and former Chief Election
Commissioner (CEC) Fakhruddin
G. Ibrahim were also involved
in the rigging.Afzal alleged that
Justice (retd) Riaz Kayani ruined
elections 2013, adding Riaz was
responsible of 90 per cent of this
destruction.
PTI is protesting agains electoral
rigging and are demanding for
transparent investigation.
The Followers Party vows for
justice upon massacre in Model
Town which according to the
Police was ordered by high
command of Police Officials
and
Government
Ministers,
the operation continued for 11
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hours and had gotten full media
coverage. During this operation
ministers and parliament was
informed several time to take
action to stop such bloodshed but
nothing was done. Law Minister
was dismissed after the operation
due to public pressure but
investigation is still under process

and no one is proven liable for such
massacre. Not a single Policeman
was killed during operation which
gave birth to further suspicions.
In this act of brutality Police shot
more than 100 people including
women, from which 14 died and
more than 80 are still hospitalized,
some of them are still in critical
condition which was proven illegal
by High Court of Lahore and the
judgment was given against 21
Police officers and Government
officials . Participation of such
a large number of women have
never been witnessed in a protest
in Pakistan specially in such
intense weather conditions.
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Government’s efforts to disperse the
participating crowd using police and
containers to block there way also
went in vain. Protesters are full of
passion and patience.Democratic Party
(Pakistan Tehreek-e-insaaf) founded
by world famous cricketer Imran
Khan rallied against alleged electoral
rigging and are appealing for reforms
in electoral system.

They are demanding resignation of
Prime Minister of Pakistan (Nawaz
Shareef) upon involvement in Electoral
rigging and demanding transparent
re-election through electoral reforms.
investigation.Here, youth of Pakistan
is participating in the protest further
fueling the passion of protester by
singing and dancing on patriotic songs.
The protest is giving an indiaction of a
massive celebration of how the people
of Pakistan have united and stood for
there right. Protesters are charged
for change, hopes are rising for new
Pakistan. Daily, after the noon there
is significant increase observed in the
number of protester and everyday its
multiplying.Followers Party (Pakistan
Awami Tehreek) founded by a Dual
National (Pakistan and Canada)
Religious Scholar Allama Tahir-ul-Qadri
who has already written 1000-books.
500-books already published while
others are in the process. They
are protesting against massacre in
Model Town in which 14 dead and
more than 80 injured by bullet shots.

They are demanding transparent
investigation and resignation of Chief
Minister Punjab (Shahbaz Shareef)
of the Province because the tragedy
happened under his administration.
Interesting thing is that Prime Minister
of Pakistan and Chief Minister Punjab
are brothers. Not only these two but
their family members are also holding
more than 20 top positions in the
Government other 40 positions being
held by their friends and allies. All
parties in parliament are in the favor
of the Government except PTI but
PM party (PML-N) against whom PTI
and PAT are protesting are holding 2/3
majority in National Assembly and is
in a strong position. Here everybody
wants the solution according to the
constitution but double standards are
set by everybody. Government says
that according to constitution they will

complete their tenure. Protester say
that according to constitution Prime
Minst Protester said that according
to constitution Prime Minster has
to resign for re-elections to uphold
transparency.
Whole
Pakistan
observed that government ministers
are threatening the protesters daily of
Police intensive raid.
Electronic Media and Peoples of
Pakistan are enjoying this fight,
Electronic media is using every
possible latest technology for coverage
like drone camera, satellite, remotes

etc. People of Pakistan are paying for
that like stock market got down, no
businesses and fear. But due to higher
inflation during the year they might be
use to or waiting for some new thing.
According to survey companies,
news channels are being watched on
large scale and getting highest paid
advertisement in such circumstances.
About a half month season they got with
extra shifts for 24 hours. People were
watching TV till mid night and some
time till morning. So there is no time,
every time is peak time. Protesters are
protesting in rain at midnight & in day
while Govt. officials are threatening
them in a day light, everybody need
updates. So, Show is on! By writing this
article, new developments happened.
Prime Minster make the army chief
as mediator to open the dead lock.
Very Next day PM statement for denial
creates again deadlock.
Scholars are having different views
on such situation; this turn may bring
Pakistan a new life. That will open
a door for reforms which Pakistan
needs for a long time. Only continuity
of Democracy can guarantee the
prosperity, where all the three stake
holders believe in the continuity of
democracy, this is the only point where
army, public, protesters, opposition
and government are on the same page.

By: Ijazuddin Jafri
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Extremely
charged
and
massive crowd at Azadi
Square. Passion was at it’s
peak. This nation has decided
that there is no going back from
here without the resignation
of undemocratic government.
Atmosphere in Islamabad was
filled with sounds of Go Nawaz
Go slogans !
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How to Make Massage on Head?

M

assage on head is very good for dry type of skin of the head, dry hair
and problems related to dandruff. Normal duration of such a massage is
between 10 to 15 minutes. It is recommended to be made before or during
hair wash but not more often than twice a week.
Massaging of head can be made even after washing, but it’s not recommendable
because grease production is increased. This is especially valid for greasy hair.
Sometimes, massage after washing can be very effective for the more complete
absorption of substances contained in some or another agents for hair care. So it
is better to try and choose your optimal option.

The massage must start with light stroking movements: warming the head, as this is the aim of this initial
stage. Then, the pressure of fingers’ movements should gradually increase. The last stage is necessary to be
with light and gentle movements again.

Stroking Movements
with slightly brisk strokes that
They should be made with palms, rhythmically follow one another.
without pressure. It is important
to make this movement. So, it
does’t cause rubbing of scalp.
This is important stage of the
massage, because it makes head
muscles relax and the smoothing
effect on nervous system.

They soften skin. The position
of hands when making these
movements is the same as
for the circle
movements.
The
only
change is in
the nature of
movement It is
good after each
push to change
the spot of the
massage. This may be achieved
by hands movement or change
Circular Movements This Is of the distance between fingers.
The Basis Of Massage
Palms slightly close fingers
slightly open. In this case,
Vibrating Motions
thumbs serve as support and the
They have stimulating effect other fingers massage the head.
on head skin. Their power and You don’t need large amplitude
amplitude can be different. When here, just start from one spot and
applying this movement you may gradually move your fingers until
not remove your hands from you go around the entire surface
the head, thus you can achieve of the head. It is important that
constant influence on it. You can your movements is not sliding.
also diversify these movements Pushing Movements
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Sep - 30th Sep 2014
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5 Ways To Make Friends With Your Neighbors

Y

ou have hundreds of “friends” around the country (or even the world) through social media but how many
people do you actually know in your own ‘hood?
Getting to know your neighbors can be very beneficial both for emotional and logistic reasons. It’s nice to feel
part of a community and to not feel like a stranger in your own neighborhood, and there also may be times when
you need to call on a neighbor for help. Check out five ways to introduce yourself to your neighbors (without
seeming nosy).
Become a “Regular”
Go to the same Laundromat, gym,
nail salon, or coffee shop frequently,
and you’ll begin to see the same faces
over and over again. It’s much easier
to introduce yourself to someone if
you’ve already become familiar to
them, and vice versa. So say hi to the
same woman a few times, and it will
feel more natural to go up and ask her
if she’d like to sit together while you sip
your lattés.

you’re showing an interest in some
choice that they’ve made.(One word
of caution: Make sure you don’t come
on too strong by repeatedly mentioning

form a running club, book club, or even
a weekly movie or dinner club. You’ll
meet lots of people all at once, and
you’ll already know you have at least
one thing in common. Alternatively,
you could use Facebook’s new graph
search feature to find friends of friends
who might want to join your group.
Just try typing something like “Friends
of my friends who live in Brooklyn, New
York, and like Running” into the search
bar and see who pops up. The benefit
here is that you can ask your common
things like, “I saw you come out of your friend to make an introduction.
building and…” or “I noticed you drive
down the street…” “No one wants
to feel like they’re constantly being
watched”.

Give Them a Grin
People forget how important it is to
C o m p l i m e n t , C o m p l i m e n t , smile and make eye contact. When you
Compliment
constantly keep your eyes down or on
Let your neighbor know that he or she your Smartphone while you’re walking
has an adorable puppy or a beautiful down the street, for example, you imply
baby those are instant conversation that you’re busy and don’t want to make
starters. And even if he or she is friends. Smiling at someone instantly
walking solo, find something else to says, ‘I’m interested in connecting.
admire, like an eye-catching necklace
or awesome boots. Friendships often Join (or Start!) a Local Group
start by finding what two people have If you have kids, that’s an automatic
in common. Complimenting not only reason to look for a local playgroup with
makes that person feel good, but fun parents. Even if you don’t, join or
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Sep - 30th Sep 2014
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Greet the Newbies
When somebody new moves onto
the block, it’s an easy opportunity to
welcome them. Stop by to introduce
yourself and maybe even bring
some cookies from your favorite
neighborhood bakery while you’re at it
and then it won’t be at all awkward to
approach each other in the future.
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HOTTEST TRENDS

Kimono

Next season’s Darling the Kimono. We’re totally in love
with this new Japanese trend. Throw your kimono over
whatever the heck you want! They look great with jeans,
shorts, skirts, over dresses etc! They’re cute, comfy, and
elegant and brighten up any outfit you wear it with! We
love how versatile floral kimonos are! They are definitely
an essential when it comes to your spring wardrobe.
Snag them while you can!
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Up Close and personal With

Hina Rabbani
Khar
Hina Rabbani Khar is a Pakistani politician and the Foreign
Minister of Pakistan. Appointed in July of 2011, she is
the first female and the youngest person to ever head
Pakistani’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs. She is articulate,
brilliant, enterprising, and very far-sighted for her age (not
even 30 yet!). Moreover, she is humble, approachable,
professional, and knows her job very well.
She was elected to the National Assembly in both 2002
and 2008 and was Minister of State for Finance and
Economic Affairs between 2008 and 2011.

Early Life And Education:
Personal life:

“Globally speaking, there

has to be an emphasis on
education, technological
advancement, and science.
Domestically, I feel, there
are two things we need to
focus on at the macro level
infrastructure and core
competencies in order to
be a notable player in our
region.

“

Hina Rabbani Khar was born on 19
November 1977 in Multan, Punjab,
Pakistan in a Muslim Jat family.
She is the daughter of politician and
landowner Ghulam Noor Rabbani
Khar and the niece of Ghulam
Mustafa Khar, a former governor of
Punjab. The Khar family has roots
in the village of Khar Gharbi located
in Kot Adu, a tehsil in Muzaffargarh
District in Punjab; and has many
land holdings: an estate that includes
fisheries, mango orchards, and
sugarcane fields. She graduated with
a B.Sc. in Economics from Lahore
University of Management Sciences
in 1999 and received her M Sc (Hon)
in Business Management from the
University of Massachusetts, Amherst
in 2001.

She is married to a businessman
Firoze Gulzar, with whom she has
two daughters Annaya and Dina and
one son. She is the co-owner of the
Polo Lounge restaurant on the Lahore
Polo Grounds.

Political career:

In the 2002 general elections, as a
candidate with the Pakistan Muslim
League (Q) (PML-Q) the party
of President Pervez Musharraf
Khar was elected to the National
Assembly, representing the NA
177 Muzaffargarh II constituency in
Punjab, a position her father had
held previously, but a new law
requiring all candidates to hold a
university degree meant he could
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for Economic Affairs. She served
as Minister of State for Finance and
Economic Affairs in the cabinet of
Gillani between 2008 and 2011.
On 13 June 2009, she became the
first woman to present the Pakistani
budget in the National Assembly.

“Being in the Federal

Government is as good
as it can get. There are no
issues whatsoever with
being a woman. It’s more
positive than negative.
In fact, I feel you get a
lot more recognition and
opportunities, and a lot
of it has to do with how
professional you are.
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not run that year. The Guardian
wrote, “In deference to local
sensibilities about the place of
women, her landlord father Noor
addressed rallies and glad-handed
voters; Hina stayed largely at home,
with not even her photo appearing
on the posters.” After the PML-Q
denied her a ticket for re-election
in 2008, she joined the Pakistan
Peoples Party (PPP) and was
elected for a second time. The PPP
won the majority of the votes and
formed an alliance with the Pakistan
Muslim League (N). They nominated
and elected Yousaf Raza Gillani as
Prime Minister.
Between 2004 and 2007 Khar
was Minister of State for Economic
Affairs (Pakistan)|Minister of State
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Foreign Minister:
Standing behind Khar is Pakistani Prime Minister
Yousaf Raza Gillani and standing behind Rassoul is
Afghan President Hamid Karzai.
Khar was appointed Minister of State for Foreign
Affairs the deputy head of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs on 11 February 2011, as part of Gillani’s
cabinet reshuffle. After Shah Mehmood Qureshi’s
resignation as Foreign Minister, she became acting
Minister of Foreign Affairs on 13 February 2011. She
was approved as Foreign Minister on 18 July and
was sworn in on 19 July, becoming the youngest
and first female Minister of Foreign Affairs. President
Asif Ali Zardari, who succeeded Musharraf in 2008,
said the appointment was “a demonstration of the
government’s commitment to bring women into the
mainstream of national life”.
Shortly after her appointment, she visited India
and held peace talks with her Indian counterpart,
Somanahalli Mallaiah Krishna. Relations between the
two countries had been suspended following the 2008
Mumbai attacks, resuming in February 2011. The

Indian media reported extensively on her fashion and
appearance the Birkin bag, the sunglasses, the Jimmy
Choo stilettos and the pearl necklaces, for example.
She held talks with separatist leaders of Kashmir
before meeting Indian government representatives,
a decision which was criticised by Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP), the main opposition party of India, who
said it was a breach of protocol and demanded an
inquiry into the matter. In August 2011 she visited
China and held talks with Yang Jiechi, the Chinese
foreign minister. Hindustan Times reported that, in
contrast to her reception in India, she was largely
ignored by Chinese media.
As a result of the November 26, 2011 incident which
killed 24 Pakistani troops, Foreign Minister Khar
stated that Pakistan’s Cabinet and defense committee
had approved a measure similar to a parliamentary
resolution put forward after bin Laden’s May 2011
death- that formally bars NATO and ISAF forces from
using Pakistani supply routes.
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Flag Hoisting Ceremony to Mark 68th Independence Day of Pakistan
Organized by: Consul General of Pakistan Canada
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After acclaimed successes in the world
of womenswear, premier designer
textile house Kayseria presents its first
ever jewellery collection. Kayseria
Fine Jewels a range of exquisite
hand crafted silver ornaments. The
collection features a unique fusion of
intricate contemporary and traditional
designs embedded on 22 carat silver,
set with semi-precious stones.
Ranging from PKR 2600 to PKR 8600,
the new collection is now available
at Kayseria select stores in limited
quantities.
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10 Reasons to Believe In Marriage

M

arriages are made in heaven. However, this old saying is losing its essence now. Divorce
rates have increased substantially over the last few years across the world.
Does this imply that the institution of marriage is losing its significance? Of course not
as the institution of marriage is the foundation of all relationships. Hence, there still are
reasons to believe in marriages. In this article, we shall discuss reasons to believe in marriages. It also
points out some relationship advices on how to maintain a healthy marriage.
Forms A Basis: A foundation
or a base is needed for every
relationship to sustain. Marriage
provides that base for the
relationship.
Believing
in
marriage can lead to a strong and
successful partnership.
Brings Responsibility: Marriage
is the only institution that makes
one responsible. Responsibility
to keep his/her spouse happy is
the biggest of them all.

Family: The one thing that will
always be with you in your good
and bad times is family. To start
a family, you need to get married
and believe in the institution of
marriage.

that it is a tried and tested formula
for a happy life. Therefore, one
relationship advice is to trust
what your fathers have done,
they sure wouldn’t have been so
wrong.
Stability: Marriage provides
the emotional stability that one
needs. It is essential for one to
believe in marriage to get the
required stability.

Societal Acceptance: One needs
to believe in marriage to get
social acceptance. In our society,
marriage is almost a compulsion.
A man or a woman needs to
be married after a certain age, Partner For Life: Marriage gives
Growth: Once you formalize your according to the rules of the you a partner for life. You need to
believe in marriage because this
relationship, there will be growth society.
is what will give you the balance
for the couple. A couple can
in life. It will give you a partner to
grow when they start living out
together after marriage.
share your good and bad times
Commitment:
Love
needs
together.
commitment, and you will get
Balance: Marriages give you a
balance in life. You know you
the commitment only when you
have a family waiting for you
believe in marriage and take your
every night after work and this is
relationship to the next level.
This is one relationship advice to Tried And Tested: One of the best what helps you maintain balance
have a good married life.
reasons to believe in marriage is in life.
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Sep - 30th Sep 2014
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New York Fashion Week
STREET CHIC LOOKS
The sun is still shining over in New York as the first leg of the international
collections begins and the city’s pavements (sidewalks to our American friends)
become their own catwalks.See our favorite looks from the streets so far.
April Hennig
“I’m wearing a Le top with a
Tamara Mellon skirt, Givenchy
shoes and a bag.”

Candice Lake

“I’ve opted for a Tibi dress,
Céline hat and belt, Miu Miu
shoes and an Emm Kuo bag.”

Elle Strauss
Caroline Issa
“I’m wearing a Charlie Brear
dress with Tod’s shoes.”

Hyun Jeong Ji
“I’ve chosen a Jordan de
Shoroutte shirt with Topshop
jeans, Nike trainers and an
H&M hat.”
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“I’m wearing a Josh Goot top and
skirt, Sophie Hulme bag and 3.1
Philip Lim shoes. My jewellery is
Pamela Love for Shop Bop.”

Irene Kim

“I’ve opted for Chanel and
Carven tops, Lucky Chouette
trousers, a Couronne clutch,
Stan Smith trainers and
ALO glasses.”
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Claire Berrmann
“I’ve chosen a Wood Wood shirt,
Jacquemus skirt, & Other Stories
bag, MaxMara shoes and Ace &
Tate glasses.”

Elena Kibalchich

“I’ve opted for a Tibi dress,
Céline hat and belt, Miu Miu
shoes and an Emm Kuo bag.”

Hanneli Mustaparta

Erika Boldrin

“I’ve opted for a Reformation
dress, Joshua Sander shoes, Oui
Odile clutch and Kyme glasses.”

“My dress and shoes are Miu
Miu, my bag is Prada and my
glasses are Céline.”

Kate B

Leaf Greener

“My dress is J.Kim and my shoes
are Marni.”

“I’ve chosen an Alexander Wang
dress, Stella McCartney shoes
and a Halston bag.”

Veronica Gledhill

“I’m wearing a Zara top and
Makio skirt. My bag is The Row
and my shoes are Altuzarra.”

Thia Laurain
“I’m wearing a Hatch dress
with J.Crew shoes and Ray-Ban
sunglasses.”
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Best Ways to Be a Role Model for Siblings

Do you have a younger sibling who always tries to ape your
actions? Do you have a sibling who wears your favorite
T-shirts and moves around the house in that trying to behave
just like you? As irritating as it seems to be, you need to
understand that you are the role model for your younger
siblings. They tend to look up to you and wish to be like
you. You may not really like that and every other day, you
may have issues dealing with it. It happens especially when
the gap is too huge and your younger sibling does not really
understand the issues you try to identify for yourselves.
Parents tend to consider you responsible as you are the
elder one. Suddenly you are responsible for keeping things
under control while being at the brunt of things that your
sibling does. Well, it can be irritating for sure!
But then here’s your major bet of giving your sibling what
you have received directly from your parents. While your
parents have been strict with you, they are not the same
with your sibling. Possibly, that is the reason they need you.
So, how about becoming the ideal role model for your
sibling so that they tread a path they can identify themselves
with. Here are some tips to become the role model for your
sibling.

Dealing with Things
You cannot always be the protective older sibling. You need
to teach your younger siblings how to deal with things on
their own, and how important it is to stand up for your own
self. You can do this only when you decide to stand for your
own self. Help them know that dealing with people does not
mean being naïve all the while. Teach them tricks on dealing
with people, and getting work done.
Academics Is Important
Remember, your younger one looks up to you for various
things. So, you need to be more focused on your academics
then before. When you work sincerely, your sibling has
inkling towards seriousness and studies, thus making things
easy for you and your parents. Remember, if you are serious
and academic oriented, you can train your sibling to be the
same too.

Advise Them
Younger siblings are often in need of advice from their elder
siblings. They are often at crossroads where they just can’t
think straight. You will need to be responsible when advising
them on certain things. Make sure you don’t train them
Identifying Socialization Skills
the negative way as that would affect their whole life. your
Your younger brother/sister is going to learn from you on how influence should be positive at all times.
to behave with others. Make sure you know how to interact
with people, and have something useful to show them. You Risk Taking
should be able to show them how to make friends, how to Only when you decide to take positive risks, you will be
deal with people and interact or communicate with them. able to motivate them to do the same. Make sure you prove
What you do is what they will learn. So make sure you use yourself to be strong especially in front of them so that they
these skills positively.| 01st Sep - 30th Sep 2014
don’t chicken out of situations. As an older sibling, helping
www.syncmag.ca
them take risks will redefine their lives.
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Lawn 2014
Spring is the time when love flows with
breeze. Sobia Nazir Lawn Collection
explicitly goes with spring romantic aura as
she revealed her Spring/Summer Lawn
Collection 2014. Sobia Nazir is one of the
most popular fashion designers in
Pakistan!s Fashion Industry. She is widely
known for Sobia Nazir Lawn, which has
become market sensation since its launch
four years back. Her label is all glam,
luxurious, classy and elegant. It is at the
cutting edge of ultra model women!s
fashion and the most popular designer label
not only in Pakistan but also in United
Kingdom and United States. She has been
at the forefront of many design innovations
that have stormed the market. Her
dedication to every piece she creates is
visible in the r finish and individual
concepts.
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Sobia Nazir
Lawn 2014
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Sobia Nazir
Lawn Collection 2014
Available at all leading stores
For wholesale enquiries
0092 300 8506166
www.sobianazir.net
Facebook.com/studioSN
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For information contact:

514-360-3760
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7 Chocolates to Have
Before You Die
Whether it is a happy occasion, or a blue
day one thing remains true for all of us.
it is incomplete without the goodness of
chocolate! White, Milk or Dark, whichever
way you like yours, if you are a true
chocoholic, you simply cannot miss out on
tasting the 10 best chocolates in the world.
Here is a list of where they come from:
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Sep - 30th Sep 2014
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Once the Chocolate Capital of the world, Cologne is known for the brand Stollwerck
Chocolate that’s produced here. The Imhoff Stollwerck museum here, also commands
a visit from the chocolate lover!

2. Tain L’Hermitage, France

Home to the world’s famous chocolate producer, Valrhona, this small town in France
also has many renowned Chocolate Chef training schools in case you just can’t have
enough of the chocolate and want to make it at home!

3. New York, USA

The cultural cauldron New York is, the skilled chocolate makers here come from all
over the world! The city is known for it’s yummylicious, calorie rich Chocolate Tours.
When here, don’t miss out on it!

4. Villajoyosa, Spain

We have a strong belief that this place has ‘joy’ in the middle of its name because when
you can produce chocolate that is so good, you will never have a reason to be sad!
When here, look out for Valour Chocolates, or try some chocolate dipped Churros!

5. Hershey, Pennsylvania

Hershey’s is one name every chocoholic has come to love. Could there be a better way
to experience it than straight out from the factory? We doubt!

6. Oaxaca, Mexico

It is believed that ancient Mexico was the on to introduce the luscious goodness of
Chocolate to the world, and they continue to manufacture the best in the world. If
you’re planning to visit this city, do stop by at Guelaguetza, Moyordomo and La Soledad.

7. Barcelona, Spain

Considered among the world’s best chocolate makers, Barcelona’s claim to fame is also
the world’s first fine chocolate making machine! Chocolate a la Taza and Chocolates
Amatller are two kinds of chocolate you must try here.
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Sep - 30th Sep 2014
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World Premiere of Pakistani Independent feature
film ‘DUKHTAR’ held at the Toronto International
Film Festival
Award-winning Director Afia Nathaniel’s first independent
feature film ‘DUKHTAR’is set to premiere globally at the
prestigious Toronto International Film Festival [TIFF] on Friday
5th Sept 2014 as an Official Selection in the festival’sDiscovery
section. The Discovery section of the Toronto International
Film Festival showcases feature films by first and second time
directors from around the world.This year approximately
25% of filmmakers in the Discovery programme are women.
Followed by its international release,‘DUKHTAR’s’ theatrical
release in Pakistan is scheduled forThursday 18th September
2014 at leading cinemas and film houses nationwide.
The feature film boasts a star studded cast that includes Samyia
Mumtaz, Mohib Mirza, Saleha Aref, Asif Khan, Ajab Gul, Adnan
Shah (Tipu), Abdullah Jan, Samina Ahmed and Omair Rana.
‘DUKHTAR’ was shot in 30 days in below freezing conditions
with more than 200 extras and chase scenes filmed on the
world’s highest altitude roads.
Writer, director and producer of ‘DUKHTAR’, Afia Nathaniel
said: ““It’s a great honour for a Pakistani film to be selected
for Toronto. We hope audiences all over the world get to enjoy
this beautiful film with a beautiful heart.It will make you laugh,
it will make you cry. It will makeyou sit on the edge of the seat
until the very last sceneof the film. I am so looking forward to
bringing ‘DUKHTAR’ home right after Toronto.””
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Sep - 30th Sep 2014
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Fleeing with her ten-yearold daughter after the girl is
promised in marriage as part of
a peace treaty, the wife of a tribal
chieftain is pursued through the
mountains by both her husband
and the intended groom’s
henchmen.

Jane Schoettle, Programmer for
Toronto International Film Festival
[TIFF], said“TIFF is dedicated to
presenting strong contemporary
stories from around the world,
and Afia Nathaniel’s ‘DUHKTAR’
is precisely that: a beautifully
photographed, compelling story
that is universally accessible. We are
pleased to present the film in our
Discovery section, where we aim to
draw attention to this year’s most
exciting emerging directorial talents,
a category into which Afia Nathaniel
most certainly fits.”
‘DUKHTAR’ has already garnered
significant international acclaim and
is the first Pakistani feature film to
have won several prestigious and
highly competitive film production
awards including the Hubert
Bals Fund, SORFUND, National
Geographic’s All Road Seed grant,
Adrienne Shelly and Women in Film
NETFLIX Award.
The feature film’s rich OST features
contributions by acclaimed artists
including Rahat Fateh Ali Khanand
Shafqat Amanat Ali. The film is
produced by Zambeel Films in

partnership with The Crew Films
who have been at the forefront of
television commercial production
since 1996 and have already
produced a successful feature length
documentary “Without Shepherds”.
‘DUKHTAR’ is set to release in various
other countries following the festival
release in Toronto beginning with its
theatrical release in Pakistan. The
full release plan for Pakistan will be
shared closer to its release date in
the local market.
Following
DUKHTAR’s
World
Premiere at the prestigious Toronto
International Film Festival (TIFF) on
5th September 2014, DUKHTAR is set
to release nationwide in nine major
cities of Pakistan; Karachi, Lahore,
Islamabad, Rawalpindi, Multan,
Hyderabad, Faisalabad, Gujranwala
and Sialkot on Thursday, 18th
September 2014.
In October, ‘DUKHTAR’ will travel to
Busan Film Festival (South Korea),
London Film Festival (European
premiere), Films from the South
(Scandinavian premiere) and Sao
Paolo (Latin American premiere).

The starkly beautiful and forbidding
mountains of Pakistan provide the setting
for the first TIIF featured film, a gripping
drama about the power of maternal love
in a land ruled by tribal honour.
At the age of fifteen, Allah Rakhi (Samiya
Mumtaz) was given in marriage to
the much older tribal chieftain Daulat
Khan (Asif Khan), who took her from
her family in Lahore to live with him
in the mountains. Now, two decades
later, Daulat Khan is presented with the
opportunity to make peace with rival
tribe leader Tor Gul (Abdullah Jaan),
and he seals the DEAL by offering his
fellow chieftain his and Allah Rakhi’s
ten-year-old daughter Zainab (Saleha
Aref) in marriage. Tormented at the
prospect that her daughter’s life might
be a repetition of her own, Allah Rakhi
flees with the oblivious young girl in
tow. Pursued by Daulat Khan and Tor
Gul’s henchmen, and knowing that she is
highly conspicuous as an unaccompanied
woman on a mountain road, Allah Rakhi
manages to get a lift for her and Zainab
by lying to a sympathetic truck driver,
Sohail (Mohib Mirza). When Sohail
learns of the real reason for Allah Rakhi’s
flight, he is forced to decide whether
he will endanger his own life to deliver
mother and daughter to safety in Lahore.
Though Dukhtar is filled with drama,
suspense, and adventure, the key to
its overwhelming impact is its delicate
underplaying, the gentle and finely
wrought treatment that director
Nathaniel brings to even the most
explosive emotional moments. Inspired
by a true story and offering stunning
views of Pakistan’s towering mountains,
desolate salt plateaus and bustling cities,
Dukhtar is a stirring testament to one
brave woman’s desire for freedom and
dignity.
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New York Fashion Week 2014:
Front Rows and Parties
NEW YORK CITY is always first in line
to kick off the biannual Fashion
Week schedules, with a schedule
packed with not only shows but
an array of parties and events.
This September, Joseph Altuzarra
celebrated his Target collaboraion
with friends including Naomi Watts
and Naomie Harris while Nars
toasted its twentieth anniversary
with the help of a very chic crowd.
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POSSIBILITIES COLLABORATED WITH CARMUDI AND ROSHNI
HOMES TRUST TO PRESENT ‘MY FIRST BIKE’

Possibilities collaborated with Carmudi and Roshni Homes Trust to present the first ever event of
its kind, ‘My First Bike’. The event was held on September 4, 2014 at the Eastern Marquee, Canal
Bank Road, Lahore where Possibilities held a group exercise to assemble bikes and proceed
to donate them to underprivileged and orphaned children. The event aimed to donate to the
children their first ever bikes. The event was attended by Erwin Sikma (Global MD Carmudi), Ali
Izhar (MD Carmudi Pakistan), Ahmed Dar (President Roshni Homes), Khawaja Shirjeel (Director
Fundraising Roshni Homes Trust), Qaiser Abbas (Leadership & Team Coach Possibilities) and
many more.
Carmudi is one of the leading online vehicle platforms in Pakistan. ‘Possibilities’ is a leading
Management Development & Consulting company operating both locally and internationally.
Roshni Homes Trust is an orphanage established in the year 2002 and aims to provide quality
life to orphan children aged between 3-5 year olds.
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The House Of Sania Maskatiya At Lakme Fashion Week W/F 2014
The House of Sania Maskatiya represented Pakistani fashion with a debut
invitational show in India at the much coveted Lakmé Fashion Week W/F
platform in Mumbaias presented by POPxo.com in association with Hello!
Pakistan.
To this end, Sania Maskatiya showcased ‘Sakura’, a collection inspired by
popular Japanese culture and symbolism, endeavoring to represent both the
beauty and fragility of life.Expect an array of bespoke mixed prints andhand
embroideries across a diversity of textures incuts and patterns that are quintessentially Sania
Maskatiya.‘Sakura’ draws from the grace of the cherry blossom, the stark romance of the Japanese
landscape, tea houses, turtles and treasure chests, all finding their way onto the brands design canvas.
For Sania Maskatiya’s showcase, jewellery was provided by Kiran Aman of Kiran Fine Jewellery. The
collection featured ‘Esoteric and Nau’ an intricate part of the brand’s ‘So KFJ’ line, known for its classic
signature style with textured and beaten gold in 22-23K gold.
Indeed the Sania Maskatiya signature aesthetic is critically acclaimed for its balance between elegance,
comfort and practicality, with designs that often take imaginative inspirations, manifest across three
main lines including prêt a porter, diffusion wear and haute couture, for women of all ages along with
select menswear. The Sania Maskatiya design house uses only pure fabrics cut and draped in a range
of silhouettes creating versatile looks across all their fashion lines. The brand currently retails across
three standalone store in Pakistan of which two are in Karachi with one in Lahore. The label is also
available across select multi brand boutiques across Pakistan and internationally. Sania Maskatiya
also retails online at its own dedicated e-commerce site that delivers worldwide.
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Sep - 30th Sep 2014
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DAMAS SHOWCASED NEW JEWELRY COLLECTION

The Marquee hall at Pearl Continental Karachi was transformed into a glittering night as the models took the
stage, adorned inbold jewel encrusted chokers, statement earring sand dandy enameled pendants that rested
smoothly against the breastbone and added a tinge of sultriness to the outfit worn. The private exhibition for
Damas jewelry was held on 22nd of August 2014 and was attended by the crème de la crème of entertainment
and fashion world, along with notable socialites and fashionistas.
On the eve of 22nd, the audiences were welcomed by the endearingly charming Ayesha Sana who served as
the host for the evening and wore a crimson gown with Damas necklace and earrings from the Sher-e Zaad
collection. The show itself was divided into six capsules, each encapsulating a different sort of jewelry for
different occasions. First up, was the cocktail collection, showcasing white gold and diamond ornaments worn
with cheeky black mini-dresses and gowns. This was followed by filmsy white dresses worn with gold jewelry that
enthralled the onlookers. The capsule titled ‘strings’ sported Swarovski diamond encrusted jewels, followed
by the sher-e-zaad collection that combined chucky gold chokers, with pastel hued saaris and shimmery gowns.
The models strut the ramp wearing the finest of Damas jewels which offered a perfect blend between traditional
and modern craftsmanship. The Polki and diamond collection that followed suit also seemed to mesmerize the
crowds. The show stoppers for the evening were none other than TV and film artists, Ahsan Khan and Aaminah
Sheikh, both of which looked absolutely regal. While, Ahsan wore a black and gold embroidered sherwani,
paired with Damas’ matinee style necklace, encrusted with pearl and gold beads; Aaminah stole the limelight
by wearing Nomi Ansari’s preppy-double shade gown from his Gravity collection. Aaminah also paired her
voluminous gown with pure diamond and peal jewelry by Damas and looked absolutely ravishing.
Needless to say, the models who wore outfits by Maheen Karim, Shela Chatoor, Sadaf Malaterre, Nomi Ansari
and Floyd by Smith; seemed to dazzle the onlookers by the finest of Damas jewelry, fit for an opulent soiree. The
exhibition that promises to sell their exquisite pieces at its minimum price, and offer discounts of upto 30% on all
diamond and gold jewelry, will be taking place from 23rd till 26th of August at Shalimar Hall, Pearl Continental.
This is one exhibition, you don’t want to miss!
The Event was managed by Catwalk Event Management & Productions and PR of the event was handled by
Catalyst PR & Marketing.
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Kayseria Presented At Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week
Amsterdam July 2014
Following several successful runway shows this year in Pakistan and Dubai, premier designer
textile house Kayseria have now added Amsterdam to their portfolio by recently presenting
a special collection at the Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week Amsterdam July 2014.
The “Pakistan Unlimited” collection by Kayseria presented at Amsterdam is a refreshing
fusion of contemporary and traditional Eastern wear. The fabrics used are flowy Chiffons,
Shamose Silks, Cotton nets, Organzas and Jaquards.The collection bears a unique blend of
neon greens, florescent pinks, whites and oranges.Print inspirations are Truck Art, Confetti,
Marble designs and basic block colors and embroideries. The embellishments have been
clearly picked out and comprise of coins and pearls. The Gold accessories and pearls add
an extra oomph to the flowy materials and cuts. The collection as the name suggests is a
reflection of Pakistani origin in a Western and frees spirited way showing variation of design,
print and color.
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Rumors

HAS IT!

Amitabh, Kapil Sharma Start
KBC 8 With A Bang
‘Kaun Banega Crorepati’ is one of the most popular TV shows
on Indian television and has made a triumphant return along
with its famous host, Bollywood megastar
Amitabh Bachchan. News about the
shooting of the very first episode in Surat
came out few days ago. It was also revealed
that the guest of the season’s first episode
was going to be one of India’s most popular
TV personalities, comedian Kapil Sharma.
The news gave rise to a lot of anticipation as people want to
see this unique duo in action.

Johnny Depp To Feature On New
Bob Dylan Album
Superstar Johnny Depp will appear on a new album based on Bob
Dylan’s ‘lost’ lyrics. ‘Lost On The River: The New Basement Tapes’
is the result of Dylan handing a collection of unused songs over to
producer T-Bone Burnett to find a use for,
reported Digital Spy. Marcus Mumford of
Mumford & Sons, Elvis Costello, Jim James
of My Morning Jacket, Rhiannon Giddens
of the Carolina Chocolate Drops and Taylor
Goldsmith of Dawes will all feature on the
album. Depp, 51, will appear on the record,
playing guitar on the track ‘Kansas City’
something which occurred when Costello
was unable to make a recording session
due to a show. Pakistani heartthrob Fawad Khan, who makes his
Bollywood debut opposite ‘Raanjhanaa’ actress Sonam Kapoor in
‘Khoobsurat’, is already feeling very much at home in India. The
actor has been getting all the love and warmth from the Kapoor
family. “I have to say that Anil Kapoor sahab, Rhea and Sonam have
treated me like family and have really looked after me here. Sonam
especially was very sweet and accommodating. If my sugar was
low, she would go herself, get something for me even though she
could have asked 10 people around her to get it. I was in an alien
environment with new people and you do get conscious. But they
all made me really comfortable,” shared Fawad Khan.
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Deepika And Ranveer To
Wed In 2015,
There is hush hush in the industry about
Deepika Padukone and Ranveer Singh’s
impending wedding. The couple is pretty
serious about each
other and they
are thinking to get
hitched. According
to
the
latest
grapevine, marriage
is on the cards
and it will happen
in
2015.
“The
relationship grew on the sets of Sanjay
Leela Bhansali’s Ram Leela. Deepika and
Ranveer are seriously thinking of taking
their relationship forward to its logical
conclusion.” The source says marriage will
definitely happen. “They will be spending
a lot of time together during the shooting
of Bajirao Mastani close to 150 days.
That’s when they will take a call on their
marriage”, says a very reliable source

Kim Kardashian legally changes
last name to Kim Kardashian West
Reality TV star Kim Kardashian has legally
changed her last name to West after marrying
Kanye West in Italy in May. The ‘Keeping Up
with the Kardashians’
star has applied for a
passport with her new
moniker,
reported
Contactmusic. The 33
year old beauty shared
an image of her new
passport photograph
on Instagram with
the caption, “New
passport pic #Mrs.West #NameChange (sic).
The brunette beauty also previously revealed
she wanted to have the same last name as her
third husband and daughter.
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Kissing Scene In Raja Natwarlal May
Be Deleted In Pak: Humaima Malick
Pakistani actress Humaima Malick, who
has a few intimate scenes with Emraan
Hashmi in her debut Hindi film ‘Raja
Natwarlal’, says, she
isn’t worried about
the reaction back
home in Pakistan.
The
26-year-old
actress,
whose
Pakistani film ‘Bol’
was released in India
in 2011, says she was
initially apprehensive about kissing onscreen. “I have never kissed on-screen
so I wasn’t prepared at all. I was nervous
on the day we were to shoot the kissing
scene. It felt very mechanical. Thankfully,
it went really well,” Humaima told PTI in an
interview here.

Shah Rukh Khan’s ‘Happy New Year’
Trailer
The trailer of Shah Rukh Khan-starrer ‘Happy
New Year’ has been unveiled on the eve of
Independence Day Aug 14 at a star-studded
event here to celebrate the ‘Indiawaale’
sentiment which is
inherent in the movie.
Red
Chillies
Entertainments
Pvt Ltd Wednesday
announced that the
first look of the grand
Diwali release will be
disclosed at Sahara
Star Hotel in Mumbai,
with the entire cast SRK, Deepika Padukone,
Abhishek Bachchan, Sonu Sood, Boman Irani
and Vivaan Shah along with director Farah
Khan and composer duo Vishal-Shekhar, in
attendance. The event will be ‘Happy New
Year’ presents ‘Indiawaale’ celebration.

Rumors

HAS IT!

Om Puri Goes Down On His knees
For Helen Mirren
Veteran actor Om Puri, who shot with Helen Mirren in the
French town of Albi for Swedish director Lasse Hallstrom’s “The
Hundred Foot Journey”, says he was very impressed by the
location and his lovely leading
lady and even went down on
his knees for her. “I rented
my own apartment in Albi
where I did my own cooking.
When Helen Mirren arrived for
shooting, I invited her home
for dinner along with the rest
of the crew. I cooked an Indian
meal for them. When she arrived, I fell on my knees in front of
her and confessed I was a fan. Helen laughed, made me stand
up, hugged me and said she also admired my work,” Om told
IANS on the phone from Albi.

Aditya Roy Kapur And Shraddha
Kapoor In Milan Talkies
While Aditya Roy Kapur and Shraddha Kapoor won hearts with
their onscreen chemistry in Mohit Suri’s Aashiqui 2, they are all
set to recreate the same with Tigmanshu Dhulia’s Milan Talkies.
The film which was
on hold after many
actors walked out
of the project, has
finally found the
leads in Aditya and
Shraddha.Prior to
this, the original
casting
decision
was to bring together the duo of Imran Khan and Priyanka
Chopra. However, Imran Khan walked out of the film owing to
his differences with Ekta Kapoor after the Once Upon Ay Time
In Mumbai Dobaara! debacle and later, Priyanka Chopra too
decided to quit the film.
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Guardians of the Galaxy
Director: James Gunn
Writers: James Gunn, Nicole Perlman
Stars: Chris Pratt, Vin Diesel, Bradley Cooper, Zoe Saldana

Marvel’s “Guardians of the Galaxy” expands the
Marvel Cinematic Universe into the cosmos, where
brash adventurer Peter Quill finds himself the
object of an unrelenting bounty hunt after stealing a
mysterious orb coveted by Ronan, a powerful villain
with ambitions that threaten the entire universe. To
evade the ever-persistent Ronan, Quill is forced
into an uneasy truce with a quartet of disparate
desperate, a gun-toting raccoon, Groot, a tree like
humanoid, the deadly and enigmatic Gamora and
the revenge-driven Drax the Destroyer. But when
Quill discovers the true power of the orb and the
menace it poses to the cosmos, he must do his best
to rally his ragtag rivals for a last, desperate standwith the galaxy’s fate in the balance.
It’s no surprise that when Marvel’s latest movie
was released many, many people (the non comics
reading kind, mainly) said “Who?” The comic itself
has never been what you call top tier, with various
incarnations having been around for decades,
although the film is based on the team created by
Dan Abnett and Andy Lanning in 2008, now being
serviced by top writer Brian Bendis.
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Marvel certainly have made sure the Guardians have
plenty of publicity, turning a bunch of also rans into
a must see event and even having the confidence to
proclaim “The Guardians Of The Galaxy Will Return”
at the end of the movie. This is a company with the
utmost confidence in their product, and after seeing
it it’s very easy to understand why.
First and foremost, Guardians... is fun. After a truly
heartbreaking beginning everything goes a bit daft,
mixing swashbuckling sci fi action with larger than
life characters, and whilst at first you may be a little
puzzled, it all streamlines into a simple plot soon
enough. Basically, Guardians leader Peter Quill
(known mainly to only himself as Star Lord) has
a plot device, and other people also want the plot
device. He forms an alliance with a very disparate
bunch of people who each have their own reason for
helping him. To go into more detail really isn’t that
necessary, as all it will involve is laying out a roster
of names and personal grievances, and you’ll get
all that when you watch the film, because if you’re
reading this review I will lay odds you’re going to
see it.
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The movie looks beautiful throughout, probably
thanks to the thousand or so “Digital Artists” who
take up a large part of the end credits. Ship design
is fantastic, with many looking like they were pulled
direct from a Chris Foss art book, and if you know
Foss you’ll know this is a high compliment. Yeah, the
bad guys have dull, dark vessels with inadequate
lighting (surely evil needs to see as well?) but the
good guys have some sexy vessels indeed. Sound
wise, it may seem odd that a 2014 state of the art
sci fi movie will have a 1970’s chart soundtrack, but
the inclusion of The Runaways, Rupert Holmes and,
of course, Blue Swede’s “Hooked On A Feeling” is
completely explained and rather poignant. It would
be nice, too, if kids start downloading some of this
awesome old stuff and finally start listening to real
music (so speaks an old fart).
So in a nutshell this is a very good movie. It’s
packed with fun and enjoyable characters, but also
has it’s fair share of down beats and dead beats.
Top honours are fought out for between Chris Pratt,
excellent and ridiculously likable as Peter Quill, and
the brilliant Rocket Raccoon, a purely CGI character
stuffed with attitude and some great one liners. The
other main characters all do well, however, with even
big bag Ronan (no, not the Boyzone one, mores the

pity) being well served and very well played with
menace afore thought by Lee Pace.
One thing people want to know about Marvel films
is what’s the after credits scene like? Well, without
being spoilery, I’ll say two things: one, it’s NOT a big
reveal or anything like that, but two, it’s really funny
if you have a knowledge of a certain old Marvel
character. Oh yeah, and you get to play everyone’s
favourite game in the movie - ‘Spot Stan Lee’. It just
wouldn’t be the same without him mugging it up
somewhere.
In closing, “Guardians Of The Galaxy” is right up
there with the rest of Marvel’s cinematic output,
making a clear mark by being totally different to
anything else we’ve so far seen. It’s Fun with a
capital ‘F’, and engaging throughout. Some of the
violence may be a bit much for smaller kids, and
there’s a bit of moderately fruity language (is ‘dick’
fruity still? I fall behind sometimes). That said, kids
who don’t mind a walking tree impaling people or a
raccoon murderising people with a kick ass gun will
have a blast. Big, beautiful and bad ass, “Guardians
Of The Galaxy” is definitely the feel good fantasy of
2014, as evidenced by the grin still stuck to my face.
All together now... “I’m hooked on a feeling...”
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Tweets Of The Month

Hrithik Roshan
@iHrithik Aug 31

Preity zinta
@realpreityzinta Aug 19

Wasim Akram
@wasimakramlive Aug 18

Feelings are
temperamental. Never go
on feelings. Base your life on
outcomes. Create results no
matter how u feel. Just DO.

“Belief is a truth held in the
mind; faith is a fire in the
heart.” - Joseph Newton”

Once a Leader, always a
Leader! The ferocious Tiger
that you are @ImranKhanPTI
stay safe and keep up the
good work .

Sania Mirza
@MirzaSania Sep 10

Amrita Rao
@AmritaRao Aug 2

shaan
@singer_shaan Sep 5

‘The greatest pleasure in
life is doing what people
say u cannot do’ - Walter
Bagehot.

Moms are the magic
wands..they outdo Alladin
and God made them his
human form!

HAPPY TEACHERS’ DAY!!! So
many Kind faces appear
in my mind when I think of
Teachers who have guided
me...some still do.
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The Big Show: Pakistan Get Their Hands
on World Cup Trophy
Cricket-starved Pakistan welcomed the World Cup trophy as it arrived in the
country on a global tour Tuesday, with skipper Misbah-ul Haq vowing to win it for
the isolated nation and its terror-hit people. The International Cricket Council (ICC)
sent the most coveted trophy in the game on tour to spark interest ahead of the
tournament, which will be staged in Australia and New Zealand from February 14
to March 29, 2015. The trophy, which has also visited Sri Lanka, India, Bangladesh
and Afghanistan since starting its journey in July, was unveiled by Misbah and
Pakistan team manager Moin Khan.
Misbah said he wants to win the Cup for Pakistan cricket fans. After visiting 12
countries over four months, the trophy will arrive in Melbourne on November 6 in
time to mark 100 days until the tournament.
Moin Khan, a member of Pakistan’s 1992 World Cup winning team, voiced the
excitement felt among fans at the trophy’s arrival in the country. “People are very
happy at the trophy’s visit,” said Khan. “We can replicate the win of 1992 as we
have a good team and with this trophy’s visit a huge interest will develop in our
people and they will pray for our victory.”

“I want to win
the Cup for my
people next year,
I am sure my
team will give
happiness to my
people who have
not seen any
international
cricket at home
for years now.”
- Misbah Ul Haq
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Sahil Visit to Barcelona Spain
Sahil represents Canada U10/U11 soccer team in
international tournament Copa Catalunya, a Youth
Soccer Tournament organized in Europe for the past
30 years by a German company Komm Mit. Sahil
was selected after extensive try-outs in Greater
Montreal Region where players were selected
from Brossard, Laval, West Island, Vaurdreuil, St
Laraze and all major cities of Greater Montreal.
They won against Russia, Croatia, Egypt, Ukraine
and Italy and reached to finals in the tournament
but lost final against Spain.
Sahil also got a chance to make friendship with
players like LIO who born in Argentina and playing
with Real Madrid since age 7.
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